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1 Introduction

This document describes the application of the model checking tool RTANA$_{2sim}$ for performing timing analyses in the context of the Workpackage 6 "Design Flow and Traceability". The tool is applied in two design contexts: (1) For Virtual Integration Testing in order to verify correct decomposition of timing requirements along the system decomposition at the system design level, and (2) for Satisfaction Checking in order to verify that the components at the HW/SW design level satisfy their timing contracts. The document informs about the input artefacts required to perform the analysis as well as the produced output artefacts.
2 Timing Analyses with RTANA\textsubscript{2sim}

As reported previously in Deliverable D3.1 [PAN19], OFFIS provides timing analyses for AMALTHEA models that internally use the model checker RTANA\textsubscript{2sim} also developed by OFFIS. The analysis methods support a contract-based design methodology where timing specifications are expressed in a textual yet formal language [KKS+22; BKS21].

2.1 Timing Analysis Methods

OFFIS provides two types of timing analysis for AMALTHEA models:

1. A virtual integration test checks whether some component is correctly decomposed into subcomponents with respect to timing. The analysis model simulates the guaranteed timing behavior of the sub-components as well as the behavior assumed from the environment, and monitors the timing behavior of the composition.

2. The timing satisfaction check is used to verify that the atomic components at the bottom of a hierarchical design satisfy their timing contracts. The analysis input is an AMALTHEA model of the software tasks that implement the component and their allocation to CPU cores. It is translated into an RTANA\textsubscript{2sim} model that simulates the software and monitors if the component’s guarantees are satisfied. Furthermore, the AMALTHEA model can be annotated with information on implemented safety mechanisms. This allows to specify and verify timing of fault mitigation under consideration of a failure model.

The RTANA\textsubscript{2sim} model checker tries to perform a complete state space exploration, which allows to formally verify timing and safety properties [SRGB13]. Also, the model checker can apply some heuristics that often allow to detect contract violations even if the model is too complex for analyzing the complete state space. More details on the methodology can be found in the PANORAMA WP3 deliverables. [PAN19; PAN22].

2.2 Inputs and Outputs

The analyses consume information from AMALTHEA, ODE [PSR19] and UML/Papyrus\textsuperscript{1} models.

- AMALTHEA is used for representing HW/SW architectures, i.e. software elements (tasks, runnables, ...) and the mapping to hardware

\textsuperscript{1}https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/
### Table 2.1: Traceability Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace Link</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specified By Contract</td>
<td>Component</td>
<td>UML/Papyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implements Component</td>
<td>Task, Runnable</td>
<td>AMALTHEA Component</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ODE is used for storing timing contracts
- An UML/Papyrus component model is used for the functional architecture (components, ports, safety mechanisms, etc)

The ODE, Papyrus, and AMALTHEA models are linked with each other using Eclipse CAPRA\(^2\) [MS16]. The CAPRA trace link types have been aligned with the traceability information model (TIM) from the MobStr data set [SKB+21] wherein the analyses have been used. The used traceability information is listed in Table 2.1.

**Specified By Contract** This trace link maps UML/Papyrus Components to their specification in form of contracts in an ODE model.

**Implements Component** This trace link forms the main connection between AMALTHEA and UML/Papyrus component models: It connects tasks and runnables to the components they implement.

The UML/Papyrus component models are used as an entry point for the analysis, i.e. the user selects the component to be analyzed, and RTANA\(_{2sim}\) automatically traverses incident traceability links to find the timing contracts and the HW/SW model. The prototype has been designed as a plugin for the APP4MC IDE with a simple integration into the user interface.

As an output, the analysis produces a simple HTML report, as well as the intermediate RTANA\(_{2sim}\) model, and a BTF trace. The RTANA\(_{2sim}\) model is processed by the model checker backend to derive the verification result and can be used to debug the results in depth with the native user interface of RTANA\(_{2sim}\). The BTF trace represents an example run of the modeled system supporting the analysis result. More information about this can be found in [PAN22]. Additionally, the tool allows to export the analysis configuration and results in a structured data format that allows to replay the analysis and, e.g., can be linked to a safety case for documenting the verification plan.

### 2.3 Software Release and Accessibility Information

Both the analysis plugins and the RTANA\(_{2sim}\) model checker are research prototypes that are not intended for production use. The software is not publicly available. Access to the [https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.capra](https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.capra)
software (including documentation) will be negotiated on a bilateral basis upon request. For more information contact Jan Steffen Becker (jan.becker@dlr.de).


